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With the initiative of IGP/UT, as per standing order No. 10/2016, after
scrutiny of the recommendation of Unit Level Committee for the month of
October & November -2016, the Headquarters Level Committee selected the
following Police personnel from the ranks of Volunteers, Constables to
Inspector for Commendation Certificate with suitable cash reward for best
performance during their assigned duties for their future encouragement. To
honour four retirees, a welfare function was also organized at Police
Headquarters, Sector 9, Chandigarh.

Sh. Tajender Singh Luthra, Inspector General Police, UT Chandigarh,
Sh. Eish Singhal, IPS, SSP/ Headquarters and Traffic & Security and Sh. Ravi
Kumar Singh, SP/Operations, Dr. Navdeep Singh Brar, IPS, SP City and Sh.
Roshan Lal, SP/Communication and Law & order Chandigarh and other
senior police officials were present on the occasion.

During Felicitation Ceremony, 32 police officials from the rank of
Volunteer, Constable to Inspector in which following police officials were
found as best i.e. 3 Sub Inspector, 2 ASIs, 10 HC, 1 Sr. Constable, 12
Constable, 4 Home guard (These police officials have done their duties as
best watcher, best beat officer, Cheetah squad, PCR wing, Security Wing,

Traffic, Communication Wing, IRB, Police Stations, Community Relation Unit)
were awarded for demonstrating the highest level of professional, dedication
and sincerity to the duty. This initiative will help to improve the work &
efficiency of police officials and to boost up the morale/confidence of the
officials. These awards will be given on regular basis categories, monthly,
quarterly and six month. This new initiative has been taken by the IGP to
specially boost the moral & confidence of staff posted in units like security,
dog squad, mounted staff which are generally overlooked & not recognised.

Beside this, a Civilian Namely Sadhu Singh, Sarpanch of Village
Sarangpur, Chandigarh, who helped police to work out case FIR No.43/2016
U/s 302, 201 IPC, PS-Sarangpur, Chandigarh was also awarded with
commendation certificate alongwith cash reward for encouraging the general
public.
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